
 

 

 
Freight Rail Dependent Uses Advisory Committee 

Summary Meeting Notes 
April 18, 2018 

 
This document includes action items and summary meeting notes captured during the Freight Rail Dependent Uses 
Advisory Committee (FRDUAC) meeting held on Wednesday, April 18, 2018 at the CASEE Center in Brush Prairie, WA 
from 6:00-8:45 pm. The document includes key points from the discussion and does not provide a word for word 
transcription of the meeting. Please visit https://www.clark.wa.gov/community-planning/freight-rail-dependent-uses-
advisory-committee for an audio recording. 
 
About the Committee 
The FRDUAC members were appointed by the Clark County Council on March 13, 2018 via Resolution No. 2018-03-05. 
 
Advisory committee members present: Mike Bomar, Kent Cash, Dick Clairmont, Erin Erdman (subbing for Sam 
Crummett), Neil Chambers (subbing for Eric Fuller), Anne Lawrence, Lloyd Lycan, John Shaffer, John Spencer, Ray 
Steiger, Eric Temple (ex-officio), Daniel Weaver 
 
Advisory committee members absent: Sam Crummett, Eric Fuller 
 
Action Items 
Action Item Who Due Date 
1. Revise definitions per 4/18 

meeting and share back with 
group for review 

County planning staff By end of day, 4/20/18 

2. Provide map showing quarter 
mile adjacent definition 

County planning staff By end of day, 5/2/18 

3. Provide Word version of 
industrial use table, with extra 
column for freight rail 
dependent uses. Include 
check-marks for uses that 
align with the 90% of freight 
commodities list. 

County planning staff By end of day,  4/20/18 

4. Review Word version of use 
table and add a Y or N for 
uses that meet or do not meet 
the definition of freight rail 
dependent uses.   

All FRDUAC members Email inputs to José by end of 
day, 4/27/18 

5. Compile inputs from action 
item #4 and share back with 
group prior to the next 
meeting. 

County planning staff By end of day, 5/2/18 

6. Review compiled results prior 
to the next meeting in 
preparation for discussion. 

All FRDUAC members Before next meeting, 5/9/18 

 
  

https://www.clark.wa.gov/community-planning/freight-rail-dependent-uses-advisory-committee
https://www.clark.wa.gov/community-planning/freight-rail-dependent-uses-advisory-committee
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Bin List (list is cumulative and some items listed were mentioned at the previous meeting) 
Item 
1. Commodities – 90% of national freight rail vs. county code Table 40.230.085-1 
2. Revisit question about slide #10 to address why Section 5 of ESB 5517 was reflected in the Rural and 

Natural Resource Element of the Comprehensive Plan 
3. Revisit definition of “adjacent” 
4. Address urban services 
 
Proposed Agenda Topics for Next Meeting 

1. Uses 

Notes 
• The group conducted a round of introductions. 
• The group reviewed and approved the revised charge and protocols document.  
• The group reviewed and approved the March 28 meeting notes. 
• The group discussed the possibility of extending their meetings by an hour or adding another meeting. There 

was interest in hearing public comment at each meeting. The group agreed that they wanted the option to 
extend their meetings, if needed. 

• The group reviewed an initial draft template of the new freight-rail dependent use overlay section of code. 
The idea is that as the group makes progress, this working document will be updated and eventually turn into 
the proposed code. 

• The group spent much of the meeting discussing definitions. They following motions passed: 
o Adjacent: Parcels that abut the short line railroad or are located within one quarter mile of 

the railroad. (8 supported, 3 opposed)  
o Dependent on: Determined, influenced, relying on, or requiring the aid or support of the 

short line railroad. (unanimous support)  
o Makes use of: The act of using the short line railroad. (unanimous support)  
o Fabrication: To make; create. To construct by combining or assembling diverse, typically 

standardized parts. (unanimous support)  
o Freight rail dependent uses: Buildings and other infrastructure that are used in the 

fabrication, processing, storage, and transport of goods (excluding coal, liquefied natural 
gas, or “crude oil” as defined in RCW 90.56.010) where the use is dependent on and makes 
use of an adjacent short line railroad. Such facilities are both urban and rural development. 
(unanimous support)  

• Other ideas discussed during the conversation included: 
o Interest in not increasing truck traffic in the community. 
o Interest in being good neighbors and creating buffer between development and neighbors. 
o Parcels could be aggregated into a single tax lot, as a way to include properties in the overlay with 

contiguous ownership. 
o The group could recommend using a minimum parcel size as a way to support the idea of 

aggregation. 
o There is interest in including all of the Lagler and Cotton parcels in the overlay. Some members are 

interested in including a contiguous ownership clause in the definition of adjacent, others are 
concerned about the unintended consequences of including such a clause and are more interested in 
the use of other mechanisms.  

o The group discussed initial development and uses versus subsequent uses. 
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o The group discussed putting the code in a separate freight rail dependent use overlay section, instead 
of within the industrial uses section of code. Since it is an overlay, and parcels also have an 
underlying zoning, it seems cleaner to keep the overlay code separate from the base zoning code. 

• The group discussed and agreed to have a chair, to help with process. The group approved John Spencer for 
this role. 

• The chair invited the county’s legal counsel to join the group at the table. 
• The group briefly discussed crude oil and hazardous chemicals. Legal counsel confirmed that through this 

project the county can regulate land use, but not what the railroad transports. The law excludes coal, liquefied 
natural gas or crude oil as a freight rail dependent use. The Clark County Council additionally asked the group 
in its charge to address hazardous chemicals. 

• The group discussed how they would go about discussing uses. The following approach was planned: 
o County staff will send out a Word version of the industrial use table, with an extra column for freight 

rail dependent uses. Staff will check-off the categories that seem to align with commodities that make 
up 90% of freight. 

o Each committee member will review the use table and note uses that could meet the definition of 
freight rail dependent uses and then send county staff their inputs.  

o County staff will compile and organize the group’s inputs and share back the results with the group, 
in preparation for the next meeting. 

o At the next meeting, the group will discuss items where there is not universal agreement. 

Public Comment 
• Comment: Researched the law in regards to the Growth Management Act. The legislation wants to assure 

the availability of rail capacity for additional industrial and commercial use. There is a lot of land in Clark 
County that is zoned agriculture and it is going to court all the time. It says the lands adjacent to the railroad 
will be able to be utilized. This opens up a lot of land along the rail, land that could not otherwise be 
converted to an industrial use without some other mechanism. Quoted from the WA state freight mobility 
plan, including rail served industrial sites are a necessary part of a thriving freight mobility system, to make 
sure goods from rural areas can make it to urban and international markets. It is in the public interest to allow 
economic development infrastructure to occur near rail lines to alleviate strains on government infrastructure 
elsewhere. There is a need for counties and cities to improve their planning to provide much needed 
infrastructure for freight rail dependent uses. It’s not a mandate to use the rail line, but rather counties have 
the ability to use it. 

• Comment: Family has been in Clark County for many generations and is farming and were dairy farmers. 
Suggests the advisory group read the bill backwards, forwards and sideways to know the intent of the 
lawmakers who drafted the bill. It is very critical and could alleviate a lot of stress we are seeing tonight. The 
bill is not irrelevant and the intent is crucial to the work that went behind this. Please use it and fall back on it, 
it’s your biggest tool in your toolbox. Recommends using the local elected officials for guidance. Stay true to 
the intent of the bill, for jobs, economic development in the area and regionally. The intent of the bill is not 
as open to interpretation as one would think. Read from Senator Wilson’s letter to the Clark County Planning 
Commission in 2017. 

• Comment: Property owner within the overlay. Wanted to support the idea about providing a minimum 
acreage site. There are over 20 homeowners within the hatched in area that are within or near the overlay. 
That  idea could allay a lot of fears and opposition. 

• Comment: Property owner near the Lagler property. Other neighbors were zoned light industrial with the 
last comprehensive plan. I see how easy it is to go from 500 feet to a quarter mile. Why not say let’s go a mile 
and be done with it, and take in all the land right now, rather than stretching the overlay over time. 
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• Comment: Agrees with previous speakers and their comments. The bill is meaningful, deliberative and a 
good resource. The word adjacent was deliberately chosen. Debated other options and the word adjacent was 
chosen because the legislature wanted to give the county flexibility to gather lands near the railroad, and not 
necessarily touching it. The term abut is contrary to the legislation. The word abut is not in the legislation, the 
term adjacent is. The term for adjacent is near, not touching or abutting. The definition needs to be revisited. 
The draft definition of freight rail dependent uses is missing a critical phrase from the legislation, “such 
facilities are both urban and rural.” Asks for inclusion in the definition to accurately reflect the legislation. 
The use table is a big bite for this committee to take on, but the work has already been done. Please consider 
use of the rural industrial land bank and rail overlay use table for your work. 


